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Video #1 
 
It's actually the third take.  Anyway, the first two had problems with the microphone. Let's get 

down to the bottom of this. I'm responding—I’m doing a post because Jo thinks I should, 

because people are asking why or how you get to be M1, N1, or any number at all. And the 

answer is work, work, work, and work.  

 

You can’t sit in front of a television having a beer, watching a game and expect to get 

somewhere. Okay, seven years we've been doing this and seven years working with the 

family.  And by the way, I am not M1 or N1, because I haven't signed any papers.   

 

The papers have been drawn up, three letters, and they’re sitting on a desk already signed 

and the only signature they don't have is mine. So there’s some changes I’d like to make. My 

attorney is working on that, and we’ll go from there. So we’ll forget that for now, but nearly 

everything that the Asian Insider said, who I know well, is right.  

 

There are a couple of things that had to be added to that Jo, which  I had earlier—there's 132 

plus nations,  not 132 nations. 132 nations stems from actually 1955 at the first non-aligned 

member movement meeting.  Where  was the first meeting Jo in 1955, do you know?  (Jo-

“here in Bondou”). Bondou was the second meeting, in 1965…(Jo—“in 1965 it was in 

Bondou”).  

 

Yeah, in 1965 it was in Bondou.  (Jo—“no 1955”). 55? The next one was where? (inaudible) 

Where was it? (Jo—“I don’t know, I don’t remember). Okay, well anyway there was a second 

one and it was 132 nations so they stuck with 132 nations in the agreement and there’s 

actually a lot more because of the Monaco situation we had 182. 

 

It really isn’t going to be given to any nation. Okay, the governments can salivate and they 

can lick their lips and they can do whatever the hell they want, thinking something is going to 

come to them. It’s not coming to them, it's going to a foundation that’s established, should I 

sign.  
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The foundation has been established and placed in each and every country, with people 

running it for humanitarian projects, programs for rebuilding. There will be a lot of jobs, there 

will be a  lot of money going into different things.   

 

So the governments won’t be able to—and there will be no more Clinton's or Bushes or 

Obama's with their hand in everybody's pocket.  That's going to stop.  We're going to use the 

money for the purpose that it has to be used.  There will be small banking loans issued to 

those that qualify. I won’t be handling that either. There will be people handling that in the 

States who are qualified.   

 

It will just go on and on. Everything's going to be done the right way. We’re going to have a 

legal team. We’re going to have a security team. We're going to be tossing people, hopefully 

arrest warrants out left and right, so that we can clean the streets with them.  

 

We have to clean their own (inaudible) as you know. We had the OPPT and the OITC and the 

SwissIndo, and the this and that, and Red Dragons and so much bullshit that it took forever to 

get to where we are. Now we are there.  

 

So the next step is setting up after I sign and after I get some funds to do this, to set these up 

properly. It has nothing to do with the accounts, it will come from something else. So we'll see 

what happens.  

 

It’s going to be an interesting ride. I'm tired and it's been a long haul.  And there's not much 

more. There’s going to be some more fights.  But you watch what happens.  I'm not going to 

tip my hand and tell anybody what I'm doing. We got here because I didn't tip my hand 

sometimes I actually deliberately misled them. So let's hope that that continues.   

 

Now Obama, you've really got to wonder who would be stupid enough to give up their 

weapons in the United States to any federal government that’s just filled with piss and 

vinegar. It's filled with crap. And I'm filled with piss and vinegar. They’re filled with crap. Now 

that’s the bottom line. And they’re telling you, you give up your weapons and we’ll protect you. 

Well you've got the weapons, for God's sake, and they can’t protect you.  

 

What are they going to do when you don't have the weapons. They’ll have to kill you. All 

those weapons that are disappearing in the United States are being put away for the rainy 

day when Obama decides to make the phone call and call in his own private army, which 

happens to be all those people coming in right now, refugees, also known as terrorists.  
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Okay, those weapons will be distributed all over the country to different places, to their cell 

blocks and so on,  all because of our own President and the bottom line is that they will kill 

you. Keep your weapons. I heard this today, twice.  From the Middle East, I heard it also from 

Asia on numerous occasions and even the states. And the Pentagon is well aware of what's 

going to happen and they’re watching. I don't know what they’re going to do, but they are 

watching.   

 

So be careful, okay? Be very careful. Those boys that came in, didn’t come in, well they’re 

going to get food stamps, they’re going to spend your money because you're going to let 

them, because Obama is giving it to them.  

 

And everybody in the government is afraid of Obama, because if you remember when he ran 

for election everybody was afraid of ACORN. Donald Duck and Mickey Mouse were donating 

funds from the Middle East to Obama's campaign. And it was illegal. But nobody would say 

boo.   

 

Well it's time to say boo. It's time to protect your family, time to protect your children. Get rid 

of this bum. I'm going to do my best in the near future, and my best is pretty good. And I’ve 

got some damned good ideas in my head.  

 

And if can get Anna Marie with me, and we’ve already communicated, and I'm going to tie up 

with Anna Marie and we’re going to raise some holy cain in that western hemisphere and 

Europe. I know I'm a bad boy.  She's a good girl.  So that makes things work. She's brilliant. I 

told you she's brilliant. And me, I'm just a schmuck, as they say.   

 

 

Video #2 

 

But that's OK, as long as I’ve got the right people around me, I'm fine. And Anna Marie is one 

of the right people. Thank you Anna Marie for your letter.  

 

Now why me M1. I have to answer that question and I really don't like it because I haven't 

signed anything.  And I have a thousand different remarks to make about the three letters. 

And I know they had those letters held for me for a year now and it’s somewhat my fault but 

not much.  

 

I waited four months and they didn't get anything to me and I went home. As soon as I go 

home, they’ve got it. That’s usually the case you know but they couldn’t find me. They couldn’t 

find me, they called people and they couldn’t send me this. So the bottom line is it just didn't 

fly.   
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Now, why me? Why not me? It’s got to be somebody, right? It may as well be me, I mean I’ve 

been protecting the assets for the past six years.  And I stopped anybody from getting close 

to them. I kicked people under the bus that thought they were hot shit, but they were con 

artists and so on. We just (inaudible), with the team that we have, the small team that we 

have, we’ve gone out of our way, way out of our way putting our necks on the line for the 

accounts. 

 

And I’m not promoting myself, I don’t have to, I really don’t care. I’m just going to continue 

using the account and doing the things I have to do. This makes it a lot easier because I have 

the support of the elders.  By the way they did vote and it was unanimous. I was elected. You 

know, but again, it makes it easier having the support of the elders and Spiritual Advisor, who 

will be basically my sidekick, and it will be nice to have him. He’s a good guy. 

 

Now, what else was there I wanted to say, and it’s going to be a crazy time in the near future. 

It’s going to be a good time. There’s going to be some tough times too because we’re going to 

have to straighten these people out. They’ve gone out of their way to hurt everybody and kill 

people. They killed a lot of people and created a lot of wars. They’ve done a lot of things. 

 

So I'll get to things soon enough. I just have to once again, I got it this far by finding what I 

need to keep it going.  And it’s kept going. There’s things waiting for me now. I have to wait 

just a little longer, which I can’t do right now at this moment. But once I get them, I'll have 

what I need to take it to the finish line. And in the meantime I must wait, because I really don't 

have that kind of capital right now to finish this up. I will have it.  

 

You know there's two or three things I'm doing that will make the difference. So don't worry, 

we’ll find it, we’ll get it. On the other hand we've got people in place ready to go all over, 

including the Veterans Administration and for the veterans in the United States.  

 

They need some help and once I get this thing rolling and put things through Chris Brosnihan 

and through the platforms and so on, there will be money rolling out for the veterans and for 

every other kind of project, humanitarian project that's needed.   

 

These like I said earlier, you just make sure you keep your weapons and don't give them 

away because you’re going to need them, maybe. If we can’t get to everything in time, it will 

get there. We’ll get there. I'm sure we’ll make it. We made it this far. This is the end game. I 

said it before, we’re at the end game.  

 

It could have been over with by now but at the end my capital fell apart. Seven years of 

playing and financing this thing.  You know Jean helped a little bit, Jean Haines by the way 

was a great help. She helped a little bit and she taught me a lot. I got rid of all of the camera 
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shyness because of her.  I’m able to talk into the camera now, whereas I didn't want to talk 

because a million people out there watching. And my goodness, I could play basketball under 

those circumstances, but I couldn’t talk. Now I can talk and boy you can’t stop me sometimes 

when I start. 

 

 

Video #3 

 

It’s the Irish in me.  You know we’re full of blarney and we’re glib. What can I tell you? But the 

bottom line is now we must stop this from going much further. You know Obama is a mad 

man. The guy is simply a lunatic and he's falling apart and that's the hormones of  someone 

of his persuasion. I mean in his family he is the woman and the transgender is the man.  

 

Even though they went from man to woman or whatever they call it. That’s the man. The 

skinny guy is the woman. So it's just the reverse.   

 

Now let's get down right to the brass tacks--we're talking possibly the end of January. It could 

be even before Christmas for the thing to start--not the humanitarian packages, but to get this 

thing set up properly, the legal part, the security part, set up an office. There’s a lot of work 

putting things together. And while we are doing that we can put the right people in the 

different places and get them ready to go come January.   

 

Because I'm not going to take anybody from their homes over the holidays, nobody. I want to 

keep them where they are no matter what happens.  I can scratch things out myself and a few 

others just to start and we’ll go in January, hopefully get some things in the platforms and 

start getting them into humanitarian packages. But I'm not sure if Chris can move them that 

fast either. Because we have so much to do already. 

 

But anyway, the bottom line is that we're getting to where we want to go. And all those people 

they got in our way, I can only tell you one thing that even you, Zap--I mean you cried like a 

baby and you asked us not to throw you under the bus once before when we caught you with 

the Red Dragon. I mean you know you were tied into them as much as anybody was and then 

you said, “gee I was doing them a favor and I didn't even know.”  

 

You should, you knew.  And you know Zap, you come out and you say whatever you want, I 

really don't care because it doesn't mean anything what you say to me. But it’s got to mean 

something when I start issuing the arrest warrants and signing them.  

 

That’s going to mean something. Someone said on our site, “proof is in the pudding.” And 

they know where the pudding is because they’ve seen the documents. So you are in a little 
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trouble and this time here there’s no begging. (inaudile) but things will change this time, if I 

sign. If I don't sign, then it’s just not going to fly. 

 

I'm tired, but I can finish up. Anyway, I wish you all well. I want to thank Sophie for the song 

that we’re going to use, attached to the preface here. And for this, it’s a good song and I’m 

glad she played it. And I thank everyone for all their help for the past seven years getting us 

to this point. Just being there has given me strength.  

 

The fights that I've had with various people, some people that I care about, I handled not as 

wisely as I could have.  But you know there's a learning curve for me.  But you know I love to 

fight. And I fight until I win, and I win. I don't lose, I win, especially when I'm right.  

 

And in the meantime, let’s get back to everybody and thank them all for all the help that 

they’ve given us-- from the Peter Eyres’ to the Jean Haines’ too. To Lorraine, to Richard and 

Jo and Mark and Michael and Michael and Inchel.  

 

There’s so many and even people, Ilco and there’s Antico and Frankie, and so many people I 

want to wish a Merry Christmas to and a happy holiday and all you people there at Cosmic 

Voice and all the people that were supporting Jean and me back then, I wish you well and 

hopefully we can get this thing started.  

 

That’s what we should do. We should finish this thing up, get a legal team, go after the bad 

guys, the guys who have been in the way for a long time as shills, cons or whatever you want 

to call them. And we’ll straighten it out. We’re getting going.  

 

Anyway I think you will hear from me one more time before Christmas. You’ll have one more 

post after this video, from what I understand. We're putting something together, the team is, 

and we should be fine. And in the meanwhile I just wish you all well. You take care of 

yourselves, be safe. Keep your guns. Put them under your pillows if you have to, but keep 

them. And I wish you well. 

 

Merry Christmas, happy holidays and we’ll talk to you soon. Thank you. Bye bye. 

  
 
 


